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First things first, if you’ve made it this far and have found yourself reading this 
evaluation, just do it. Commit. All in. Completing an exchange was the greatest 
decision I have made to date. The amount of people that get to the end of their 
time at university as well as later in life and regret not committing to an 
exchange is phenomenal; do not be one of those people. The six months I spent 
abroad was more than I ever imagined and truly, words cannot describe my trip 
of a lifetime.  
The following are some tips and tricks to get you fizzed for life at UT. You’ve 
already read a dozen of these things and all I can really do is solidify your 
decision to commit and make UT your first choice.  
 

 
 
 
Austin 
Austin/UT is Otago on steroids. The place really is a young city and everything 
revolves around the students. Temperatures are high all year round and Texans 
are always willing to go out of their way to make you feel at home. A very 
happening city that prides itself on its slogan “Keep Austin Weird”.  
 
The school  
A sporting and academic powerhouse. On campus facilities are 10x what the All 
Blacks would ever get access too. Forget Forsyth Barr, Unipol and ‘the link’, think 
103,000 capacity football stadium, outdoor pool and spa at Gregory Gymnasium, 
55,000 students, Matthew McConaughey and Kevin Durant frequently on 
campus, an extremely vibrant school pride and grounds that leave the Botans for 
dead. Tick. 
Academia  



Courses are as difficult as you make them. If you can, choose courses that aren’t 
offered at Otago. I did an interpersonal communication class and absolutely 
loved it. In general classes at UT are less challenging than Otago. If you’re into 
sport the practicals they have are something else. Basketball, golf and the like are 
all offered.  
 
Accommodation 
Plain and simple; Pearl St Co-op. The cheapest option you’ll come across, a true 
family away from home, a work hard play harder environment and honestly the 
most down to earth people you will ever meet. Think a first year hall with no 
rules and no RA’s. Everyone that lives there performs 4hours of labour a week to 
keep the dynasty running. Labour ranges from cooking to cleaning, maintenance 
to head pourer of the keg. This is the most affordable, chill and easy going place 
you’ll ever come across.  
  
Funds  
Save and save prior to departure. If you’re going on an exchange you want to do 
it right. Try and not find yourself in a position where you have to say no because 
your funds are lacking. I opened an account with Wells Fargo and used 
TransferWise to wire money in to it from my NZ account. Pick your times when 
the exchange rate is good. Don’t use UT’s bank, they don’t have ATM’s all over the 
nation like Wells, therefore you’ll get stung for fees. Cash passport has its 
limitations. Some bars do not accept it; last thing you want in Vegas.  
 
Travel 
I was privileged enough to see a massive portion of the states. A major motive of 
mine to go on an exchange was travelling itself and that was easily possible. 
Flights are cheap even if you book late, use Google Flights to search. Do your 
research and, again, just commit.  
 
Entertainment   
Good times are never hard to find. River floats, nightlife on 6th St, Sunday’s on 
Rainey St and the occasional frat party are all going to be a massive part of your 
extra curricular activity. I also joined the UT rugby team and met a great group of 
boys that really contributed to my time there. Even if you are not a footy player 
sign up, they love kiwi’s as do all Americans. Kanye West and the Formula 1 
came to town, NBA in San Antonio is just down the road – a must do.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


